With the aim of constructing an electronic structure approach that systematically goes beyond the GW and random phase approximation (RPA) we introduce a vertex correction based on the exactexchange (EXX) potential of time-dependent density functional theory. The EXX vertex function is constrained to be local but is expected to capture similar physics as the Hartree-Fock vertex. With the EXX vertex we then consistently unify different beyond-RPA approaches such as the various re-summations of RPA with exchange (RPAx) and the second order screened exchange (SOSEX) approximation. The theoretical analysis is supported by numerical studies on the hydrogen dimer and the electron gas, and we discuss the importance of including the vertex correction in both the screened interaction and the self energy. Finally, we give details on our implementation within the plane-wave pseudo potential framework and demonstrate the excellent performance of the different RPAx methods in describing the energetics of hydrogen and van der Waals bonds.
I. INTRODUCTION

Kohn-Sham (KS) density functional theory (DFT)
1,2 has been extremely successful in predicting structural and vibrational properties of a wide range of systems. However, for sparse systems or systems in reduced dimensions, the standard local or semi-local approximations such as LDA and GGAs are unreliable and sometimes fail qualitatively. Examples are the various silica polymorphs which require a proper description of the van der Waals forces, 3, 4 and the layered materials which often exhibit effects of strong electron correlation. Moreover, in reduced dimensions, excitonic effects become increasingly important and may be strong enough to influence ground-state properties.
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Although highly accurate methods such as coupled cluster or quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) could overcome these limitations high computational cost limits them to the study of very selected systems. A cheaper solution to at least some of the problems is to include a fraction of Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange via the so-called hybrid functionals. 6 These functionals are well-known to improve the electronic structure of systems containing, e.g., transition metal atoms. On the other hand, the hybrid functionals miss the van der Waals forces and rely on a parametrisation which often turns out to be system dependent.
Another route is to use many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) based on Green's functions which is a complete theoretical framework for studying both ground and excited states properties. A popular approximation to the many-body self-energy Σ is the GW approximation 7 (GWA), which simultaneously captures the exchange interaction and the van der Waals forces. The GWA is widely used for band-structure calculations (i.e. quasiparticle energies) and total energy calculations are becoming feasible, at least within the random phase approximation (RPA), which can be seen as the variationally best GW total energy within a restricted space of KS Green's functions. [8] [9] [10] Approximations beyond the GW self-energy can be constructed using diagrammatic techniques by, for example, including the second order screened exchange (SOSEX) diagram. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Since, in general, it is not obvious which set of diagrams to include different approximation schemes have been developed. In the so-called Φ/Ψ-derivable schemes 16 diagrams are chosen such that only conserving approximations are generated, i.e., approximations that conserve energy, momentum and particle number. 17, 18 Another approach is Hedin's iterative procedure, in which approximations are generated from a vertex function Γ = 1 + δΣ/δV where Σ = iGW Γ and V is the single particle potential. 7 By, e.g., starting from GW (i.e. Γ = 1) the self-energy can be updated iteratively. It is also possible to start from a simpler approximation to the self-energy, such as the HF approximation, generating a non-local vertex function similar to the one used in the Bethe-Salpeter equation.
In this work we study an approximate local HF vertex derived from the exact-exchange (EXX) potential of time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT). The EXX potential is obtained by minimizing the HF energy in a constrained space of local potentials. 19 Local vertex corrections derived from LDA and GGA's have been studied in the context of quasi-particle energies, but their effect on the GW gaps was quite small. [20] [21] [22] The HF or the local EXX vertex should more accurately capture the electron-hole interaction, expected to be important for correcting the deficiencies found within the selfconsistent GWA. 23 The main focus of this paper will be on the total energy and we will show how one can consistently generate different approximations beyond the RPA arXiv:1804.10566v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 27 Apr 2018 total energy using the EXX vertex. In this way, we establish theoretical connections between the different variants of RPA with exchange (RPAx), usually defined in terms of the density response function, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] as well as between the RPAx and the SOSEX total energy approximation. The analysis also provides a many-body perspective on approximations usually defined within DFT.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we derive the basic equations for the adiabatic connection total energy formula within MBPT and DFT. We then define the vertex function, which establishes a connection between the two frameworks. We also review the comparison between GW and RPA. In Sec. III we define the local HF or EXX vertex and use it to derive previously defined approximations based on RPAx and a slightly new variant of SOSEX. In Sec. IV we present numerical results on H 2 and the electron gas to support the theoretical discussion in Sec. III. We also present results on the A24 test-set 34 to demonstrate the performance of the different RPAx methods in describing hydrogen and van der Waals bonds. In the end, we present numerical details from our implementation within the plane-wave and pseudo potential framework. Finally, in Sec. V, we present our conclusions.
II. CORRELATION ENERGY
We start by deriving the exact adiabatic connection formula for the correlation energy in terms of the singleparticle Green's function G. Similar derivations can be found in Refs. 35 and 36 .
The Hamiltonian of the interacting electronic system is given byĤ =T +V ext +Ŵ (1) whereT is the kinetic energy operator,V ext is the external nuclear potential andŴ is Coulomb interaction between the electrons. The adiabatic connection path is defined in terms of a parameter λ ∈ [0, 1] that linearly scales the Coulomb interactionŴ from zero to full interaction strength. A single-particle potential V λ is added to the Hamiltonian such that the density is kept fixed to its interacting value (λ = 1) at every value of λ. Introducing the Hartree (H) and exchange-correlation (xc) potentialV Hxc , as defined within KS DFT, we thus write the scaled Hamiltonian on the adiabatic connection path as followsĤ
With the Hamiltonian defined in Eq. (2) we derive the corresponding single-particle Green's function and write it in terms of a Dyson equation
where Σ λ is the irreducible self-energy and G s is the Green's function of the λ = 0 system (i.e. the KS Green's function). Using standard tricks 35 we can write the total energy at full interaction strength as an integral over the coupling constant λ. Defining the single-particle energy
the total energy is written as
where the trace is defined as Tr {AB} = drdr A(r, r )B(r , r) and the convergence factor (e iωη ) has been suppressed. This is an exact formula from which one can generate approximate total energies from any approximate Σ.
An alternative way to write the correlation energy is in terms of the density correlation function (or the reducible polarization propagator) χ
where δn = δ(r, r )n(r). In this form, approximations are generated diagrammatically via the Bethe-Salpeter equation, or via the linear response TDDFT Dyson equation. In order to connect the two expressions, Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), we define the irreducible polarization propagator P in terms of the vertex function Γ P = −iGGΓ, Γ = − δG
where V = v ext + v H . With these quantities it is possible to rewrite the scaled density correlation function using the relation
in which W = v + vP W is the screened Coulomb interaction. Since P is given by Eq. (8) and Σ = iGW Γ we can rewrite Eq. (7) in the form of Eq. (6) . Within TDDFT the density correlation function is determined from the time-dependent KS system which is defined to reproduce the exact interacting density with a time-dependent local single-particle potential. The TDDFT Dyson equation reads
where χ s = −iG s G s is the KS polarization propagator and f λ xc is the functional derivative of the timedependent xc potential with respect to the density. The irreducible polarization propagator P is then determined from P = χ s + χ s f xc P . But, this expression can easily be rearranged to P = −iG s G s Γ xc , that is, in terms of a local vertex function defined as
In this way we can rewrite Eqs. (7) as
where Σ GW Γxc = iG s W Γ xc , which can be compared to Eq. (6) . Notice that if the exact xc kernel is used this is an exact expression for the correlation energy. This, however, does not mean that Σ GW Γxc is the exact selfenergy which should be defined in terms of the fully nonlocal vertex function. The extent to which a local vertex can approximate the exact vertex was studied in Ref. 22 .
A. RPA and GW
The GWA and RPA have already been thoroughly compared 37, 38 but for the sake of completeness we review this comparison here. Within the GWA we can calculate the total energy via Eq. (6) by simply setting
The screened interaction is calculated in the timedependent Hartree approximation (or RPA) for which
The RPA for the total energy is given by
where
Following the steps in the previous section [Eqs. (8) - (12)] we see that this response function corresponds to Γ xc = 1. We can thus write
and we see that this exactly corresponds to Eq. (6) in the GWA but with G λ replaced by G s . We notice that the diagrammatic structure within the GWA is preserved in the RPA. Furthermore, since only the explicit λ-dependence is retained, the λ-integral is easily carried out leading to the following expression
where we have suppressed the frequency integral. Since the GW self-energy is Φ-derivable, meaning that the selfenergy can be generated from a functional Φ[G], i.e., Σ = δΦ[G]/δG, also the λ integral in Eq. (6) can be performed analytically. This leads to a total energy of the form This is a functional of G (also known as the Klein functional) which is stationary when G obeys the Dyson equation. If we replace G with G s it is easy to show that this expression is equivalent to Eq. (17) . We thus have a second way to compare the GWA and RPA. 37, 38 The RPA is the GW Klein energy constrained to the space of KS Green's functions.
III. LOCAL HARTREE-FOCK VERTEX
We will now improve the GWA and RPA by constructing an approximate vertex function (Eq. (8)) from the HF self-energy (Σ HF = iGv)
Here we have used the notation 1 = r 1 , t 1 to demonstrate that the vertex depends on three space and time variables. The diagrammatic expansion of the HF vertex is given in Fig. 1 . From the diagrammatic structure it is easy to see that the electron-hole interaction is accounted for. If we replace the bare Coulomb interaction with a statically screened Coulomb interaction this vertex generates what is usually referred to as the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the polarization propagator. The corresponding local HF vertex can be defined in terms of the local time-dependent exact-exchange (EXX) potential v x
The time-dependent EXX potential is determined by the linearized Sham-Schlüter equation and has been studied in several previous work. It can, e.g., be shown to exactly reproduce the HF density to first order in the Coulomb interaction. The equation for Γ 1 x is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 2 and we see that the local EXX vertex has a similar structure to the full HF vertex. Using the chain rule, Eq. (21) also defines the standard EXX kernel
With the EXX kernel we can generate the TDDFT density correlation function which is usually called the RPAx response function
This response function has been applied to atoms and molecules as well as to silicon for the calculation of excitons. 25, 27, 39, 40 Although some excitation energies are sensitive to the local approximation 25 integrated quantities such as polarizabilities and van der Waals coefficients give results similar to the nonlocal time-dependent HF (TDHF) approach. 27 In the following we will use the EXX vertex to generate a set of approximations to the total energy.
A. GWΓx and GWΓ
HF
If we use the RPAx response function defined in Eq. (23) and insert it into the total energy of Eq. (7) we find what we have previously called the RPAx for the total energy
With the definition of the EXX vertex in Eq. (20) we can follow the same steps that lead to Eq. (12) and rewrite Eq. (24) as
with Σ GW Γx = iG s W Γ x . Since the vertex is local this self-energy is approximate but is expected to mimic the self-energy with the full HF vertex. If the latter is used, the approximation to the correlation energy corresponds to the RPAx defined in Ref. 24 , i.e., the correlation energy with the TDHF response function. Comparing the results of Refs. 24 and 41 to those of Ref. 42 we see similar trends. Only in the case of the Be dimer there is a qualitative difference and it is found that the use of a nonlocal potential for generating G s strongly improves the results. We notice that neither the HF nor the EXX vertex produces Φ-derivable self-energies due to the lack of symmetry.
If we expand the EXX vertex to first order only (Γ 
(26) The diagrammatic representation of the first correlation term is given in Fig. 3(a) . The second, self-energy correction, is of the form
with
One of the terms in Eq. (27) is illustrated in Fig. 3(c) .
Alternatively we can write the correlation energy of Eq. (26) as in Eq. (7), in terms of an approximate density correlation function obtained by expanding the irreducible polarizability to first order
This approximation was studied previously for the electron gas in Ref. 30 and for the total energy of molecules in Ref. 42 . By keeping the vertex to first order only cured certain pathologies due to unscreened Coulomb interaction.
B. SOSEX
In the RPAx(1) approximation defined above the vertex is treated to first order in both screened interaction and in the self-energy. If we set the vertex to one in the screened interaction (i.e. keeping it at the RPA level) we generate the so-called SOSEX approximation. For a diagrammatic representation see Fig. 3(b) . The total energy is given by
whereẼ Σ is a self-energy correction with an RPA screened interaction. This expression can also be exactly rewritten in terms of an approximate density correlation function given by
The SOSEX has been studied previously, both for total energies, and quasi-particle excitations of finite systems. [11] [12] [13] [14] Total energies are obtained either from the adiabatic connection expression (Eq. (6) that so-called single-excitations improve the results 13 and our self-energy correctionẼ Σs can be interpreted as an approximate single-excitation correction. In our formalism this correction naturally arises from the definition of the local EXX vertex. The so generated set of approximations RPAx, RPAx(1) and AC-SOSEX can thus be seen as a consistent way to do many-body approximations based on a local DFT framework. Self-energy corrections to the same order as the vertex naturally follows and compensate to some extent for a lack of selfconsistency within the MBPT scheme. Once the EXX vertex (or the EXX kernel) is calculated all approximations follow straightforwardly (see also Appendix A). In the next section we will compare these different approximations on H 2 and the electron gas and assess their performance in describing hydrogen and van der Waals bonds.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we present numerical results on H 2 and the electron gas, in order to compare the different approximations defined above, and to compare to previous SOSEX results in the literature. We also present calculations on the A24 test-set 34 containing molecules with hydrogen and van der Waals bonds. All calculations (except for those on the electron gas) have been carried out with a recently released RPA/RPAx-implementation within the Quantum Espresso package. 43 See Sec. IVC, Appendix A and Refs. 30, 44, and 45 for details regarding the implementation.
A. H2 and the electron gas
In Fig. 4 we present H 2 dissociation curves within RPA, RPAx, RPAx(1) and AC-SOSEX, and compare the results to accurate results from Ref. 46 . We also compare our AC-SOSEX to previous SOSEX results in the literature. 47 RPA, RPAx and RPAx(1) all consistently include the vertex correction in both the screened interaction and the self energy (Γ = 1, Γ x and Γ 1 HF respectively). At the same time they are all able to capture the dissociation region, or static correlation, reasonably well. Our AC-SOSEX results are essentially identical to previous results. SOSEX includes the vertex correction (Γ 1 HF ) in the self-energy only, while it treats the screened interaction at the RPA level. This inconsistency could explain why it fails to describe dissociation into openshell atoms.
In Fig. 5 we present the correlation energy per particle in the homogeneous electron gas (HEG). We compare our AC-SOSEX energies to previous SOSEX results by Freeman 11 and to accurate QMC results. 48, 49 Again, we find that our AC-SOSEX agrees very well with previous SOSEX results. Both coincides with QMC results at a given density (AC-SOSEX at r s = 6.3 and SO-SEX at r s = 4.8). Overall, SOSEX produces energies in very good agreement with QMC even up to low densities. RPAx(1) represents a systematic improvement upon RPA, performing very well in the metallic range (r s < 5) although slightly worse than RPAx. For a more detailed discussion of RPAx and RPAx(1), see Ref. 30 . But, we mention here that expanding the EXX vertex to first order only, i.e. going from RPAx to RPAx(1), removes an instability of the response function at low electronic densities 30 (r s > 11). A similar behavior has been also reported by the author of Ref. 50 who observed imaginary frequencies eigenmodes for the polarization propagator computed solving the Bethe Salpeter Equation (BSE). Also in this case disregarding selected diagrams in the BSE kernel remove the instability in the low density regime.
In the inset of Fig. 5 we have plotted the static response functions at r s = 5, obtained from Eq. (23), Eq. (29) and Eq. (31). Again, RPAx(1) systematically improves upon RPA and has no pathological behavior as compared to RPAx. SOSEX strongly overestimates the static response up to its maximum suggesting that the good energies are subject to effects of error cancellation.
B. Dispersion interactions: The A24 test-set
In order to test the performance of the beyond-RPA methods in describing dispersion forces we calculated the binding energies of molecular dimers in the A24 test set. 34 The results are presented in Fig. 6 
C. Technical aspects
We performed the molecular ACFDT calculations in a plane-wave and pseudo-potential formalism as implemented in a separate module of the Quantum ESPRESSO distribution. 43, 53 We devote this section to review the basic aspects of our implementation of the exchange and correlation energy at all the levels of the theory discussed in Sec. II and Sec. III (for a more detailed description we refer to Refs. 30, 44, and 45). We complement the discussion with convergence tests on the relevant parameters of our implementation for a subset composed of three complexes, namely the water-ammonia, the methane-HF and the borane-methane, each one representative for a different type of bond in the A24 set.
All the ACFDT calculations have been performed in a post-DFT fashion. The KS single-particle wavefunc- tions and energies needed as input for the ACFDT total energy calculation have been calculated at the PBE 54 level using an energy cut-off of 80 Ry; Optimized Norm-Conserving Vanderbilt (ONCV) pseudopotentials [55] [56] [57] have been used to model the electron-ion interaction. The molecules have been placed in an orthorhombic cell with 12 A of vacuum in each direction, sufficient to suppress the spurious interactions between periodic replica and to converge all the components of the binding energy within 0.05 kcal/mol, as illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 7 .
The exact xc-energy [second term on the rhs of Eq (7)] can be further separated into the KS exact-exchange (EXX) energy
and the ACFDT correlation energy determined by the difference between the interacting and non-interacting KS response functions
The integrable divergence appearing in a plane-wave implementation of the EXX energy would lead to a slow convergence with respect to the size of the supercell. In this work this issue has been dealt with using the method proposed by Gygi and Baldereschi 58 plus the extrapolation scheme of Nguyen and de Gironcoli 44 , although other strategies are also possible. 59, 60 For all cases analyzed, this correction scheme allows the EXX contribution to converge the Binding Energy (BE) within 0.05 kcal/mol with 10 A of vacuum separating the molecular replicas. Table 1 .
The strategy we use to solve the Dyson equation for χ λ and efficiently compute the trace over the spatial coordinates in Eq. (33) is based on the solution of a well defined generalized eigenvalue problem (GEP) involving the non-interacting response function χ s and its first order correction in the limit of vanishing coupling-constant H Hx = χ s (v + f x )χ s . The set of eigenvectors of the GEP defines an optimal basis set on which i) the response matrices have a compact representation and ii) the Dyson equation has a straightforward solution, as detailed in Appendix A. Most importantly, only the lowest-lying eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the GEP at hand are relevant for the correlation energy calculation, and an efficient iterative diagonalization techniques can be used to compute the first N eig lowest-lying eigenvalues/eigenvectors of the problem. Moreover, the matrix elements of χ s and of H x = χ s f x χ s , needed for the solution of the GEPs, can be efficiently computed 30, 44 resorting to the linear response machinery of densityfunctional perturbation theory 62 (DFPT) thus avoiding explicit summations over empty states.
Once the GEP is solved, the trace over spatial coordinates can be written as a sum over a simple function E c of the GEP eigenvalue e α (and eventually of the diagonal matrix elements of χ s and H x ; see Appendix A for the actual expression of E c ), and a compact expression for the correlation energy is obtained:
Here the frequency integral has been moved from the real to the imaginary axis of the complex plain 63 to take advantage of the smooth behavior of the response functions for an efficient numerical quadrature (see below). The integration over the coupling constant is analytic for all the approximations but the RPAx(1) for which the eigenvalues e RPAx(1) α inherit a non trivial dependence on the coupling constant from the λ-dependent RPAx(1) GEP (see Appendix A 3). In this case a numerical integration can be efficiently performed using a Gauss-Legendre quadrature. Usually very few points are needed to converge the integral within 0.01 kcal/mol (see Fig. 8 ). For all the other approximations the GEPs do not depend on λ and only the explicit dependence of E c on the coupling constant has to be considered. In these cases a straightforward analytic integration is always possible.
The number of eigenvalues N eig to compute is a convergence parameter. The central panel of Fig. 7 shows the dependence of the correlation binding energy on N eig for the selected subset of molecules. In all the cases and for all the approximations studied, a relatively small number of eigenvalues, never larger than 20 times the number of electrons in the system at hand, is sufficient to converge the ACFDT correlation energy contribution to the BE within 0.05 kcal/mol. Finally, the integral over the imaginary frequency iu can be efficiently performed using a Gauss-Legendre quadrature. A standard mesh of point z i ∈ [0, π/2] is mapped on an imaginary-frequency grid between [0, +∞) using the transformation u i = (ε HL − cz i ) tan(z i ) where ε HL is the DFT HOMO-LUMO gap of the systems and the parameter c is set by the upper integration limit (u max = 200 Ry). This transformation takes into account the typical dependence of the response functions on the imaginary frequency and the fact that at small frequency the scale of the excitation energies is given by the HOMO-LUMO gap. With this strategy a grid with N iu = 10 points is usually sufficient to converge the ACFDT energy within 0.05 kcal/mol as illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 7 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have defined a local EXX vertex based on the EXX kernel of TDDFT. This allowed us to unify different beyond-RPA approaches such as the various resummations of RPAx and the SOSEX approximation, as well as to give a many-body perspective on approximations normally defined within DFT.
We have tested the theory on the H 2 molecule and the electron gas and we find that our AC-SOSEX agrees well with previous results in the literature. Although AC-SOSEX gives excellent total energies for the electron gas, it cannot be well represented as an approximation to the density response function. This could explain the poor performance in the dissociation region of H 2 . On the contrary, approximations that incorporate the vertex correction in both the screened interaction and in the self-energy (RPA, RPAx and RPAx(1)) dissociate H 2 correctly.
In terms of an overall performance we find that the RPAx(1) gives the most reliable results. It is as accurate as RPAx but shows no pathologies for any of the systems studied so far. High quality results within a reasonable computational cost are obtained on the A24 test-set, paving the way for accurate ab-initio treatment of sparse systems. We provide in this section additional information on how the auxiliary basis set, used to solve the Dyson equation and calculate the trace over spatial coordinates, is computed for each approximation described in the text. The evaluation of the RPA correlation energy is based on an eigenvalue decomposition of the noninteracting response function and has been carefully detailed in Ref. 44 ; we summarize here the main features of the RPA implementation because the solution of the RPA problem is a prerequisite for all the exchange-corrected approximations.
For each point on the imaginary-frequency grid the generalized eigenvalue problem (GEP)
is solved (the dependence on the imaginary frequency is implicitly assumed = e i /(1 − λe i ). The trace over spatial coordinates appearing in the expression for the RPA correlation energy can be written as
− e i (iu) .
(A2) The integration over the coupling constant can be performed analytically and the final result for the RPA correlation energy becomes:
The spectrum of the GEP in Eq. (A1) is bounded from above by zero, and only a small number of the lowest ly-ing eigenvalues are significantly different from zero.
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This implies that only a small fraction of the {e i } contributes significantly to the correlation energy, and an efficient iterative diagonalization scheme can be used to evaluate those. 44, 66 The basic operation involved in the iterative solution of the GEP in Eq. (A1) is the calculation of the noninteracting response to a trial potential, and this is done resorting to the linear-response techniques of density functional perturbation theory 62 (DFPT), generalized to imaginary frequencies.
The RPAx correlation energy
A strategy analogous to the one adopted for the RPA problem is used to compute the RPAx correlation energy. The GEP to solve in this case is the following
The expression for H x = χ s f x χ s in terms of KS orbitals and eigenvalues has been obtained by Görling, 67,68 and Hellgren and von Barth. 39 In this case the diagonalization was carried out in the basis set of the eigenvectors of the RPA GEP, Eq. (A1). This was done in order to i) avoid possible instabilities that may occur in the inversion of the non-interacting response function (i.e. the overlap matrix in the GEP) and ii) to speed up the calculations. On this basis set χ s and H H = χ s vχ s are diagonal and their matrix elements are readily available in terms of the eigenvalues of the RPA GEP (Eq. (A1)), i.e. χ 
At variance with previous cases, for the RPAx(1) problem the integration over the coupling constant has to be performed numerically because of the non-trivial dependence of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors on coupling constant inherited from the λ-dependent GEP Eq. (A7). However the integrand is a smooth function and a Gauss-Legendre quadrature with less than five points ensures converged results within 0.01 kcal/mol (see Fig. 8 ). We stress here that the most computationally intensive part of the whole procedure is the evaluation of the response functions matrix elements. Once χ s (iu) and H Hx (iu) have been represented, only linear algebra operations with matrices of dimension N eig × N eig are needed to solve the GEP for each λ on the grids, meaning that the additional cost associated to the numerical coupling-constant integration is only a tiny fraction of the total computational cost. 
The trace in the correlation energy expression can then be readily computed in the {|ω i } basis set:
Tr {v[χ
